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The BR9 edition based on the Bentley Continental GT/Speed Series consists of a 5-Piece lightweight aerodynamic
package that is constructed with our high tech vacuum bagged dry carbon fiber technology.
 Upfront our designers started with a full replacement front bumper cover that houses a larger and taller air inlet ducting
in conjuction with a replaceable carbon fiber lower chin spoiler to optimize downforce & airflow.
 The all-new BR9 front bumper sits 39mm lower than the original factory bumper and exudes its powerful & confident
presence on the road.
 Matching the new lower stance of the BR9 front bumper a full length side skirt attachment was created which utlizes a
carbon fiber sill extension that improves aerodynamics & downforce at high speeds.
 The BR9 carbon fiber rear bumper also sits 35mm lower than the original factory bumper accentuating its new
aggressive sports car like stance. The BR9 lightweight rear bumper houses a racy integrated carbon fiber rear diffuser
with built in dual racing fins that sits in between the oval tail pipes.
 Finally the rear end of the BR9 is completed with an elegant yet functional carbon fiber deck lid spoiler attachment to
balance the additional downforce of the front end.
 All of the carbon fiber aero components are individually hand made by our master trained technicians and can be
ordered in a choice of glossy or matte finish carbon fiber.
 An optional 22inch Forged Aluminum Monoblock Mesh wheel code named the V-101 is also offered along with Michelin
Pilot Sport PS2 Tires.
 The wheels are an optional add-on to the BR9 aero package that can be custom painted or powder coated to the
customers desired finish specifications.
 Our designers & engineers worked hard in creating a complete package that would not take away from the beautiful
lines of the factory body but rather focusing on methods to enhance it. We wanted to offer our Bentley customers
something that was classy and sports coupe like and we feel we have accomplished this goal.
 I'm not pretty sure if there is anything like promotion code for things like this but I will surely look around.
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